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Let X be a class of finite algebras closed under subalgebras, homomorphic images and finite 
direct products. It is shewn that X is isomorphic to the class of bounded distributive lattices if 
and only if X is generated by a lattice-primal algebra. 
Pmof, To start the proof we first natle tbt if 38’ is a paeudavariety of Anfte 
algebras and PI E X then Z&,(l), the free wlgebra over 8 an cm@ free Beneratlar, is 
iz member of 3K From this It readily fallawls that ill 3! manamarphkmrr are 1-L 
Let VkCX correspond to 2 under the category isamorphitim, Since awry 
member off FBDL can be repreecnted ati 2",tlhe sat& arll isotana rnfin>Ft from ttie 
finite powt P into 2, we will denote by Vl[Pl the rr@ebra Bn #' carranpanding to 
2'. Rectrll that 2* ~1s a subset of 2” 1~ the p~Acrf orde&np on 2, We willclhow that 
Prl$l in the, partial ordering on QL 
Let U,, denote the n-elamcent antiehain, Since 2”tl a 27 liu[& ] a W, There tire 
exactly !wa embeddinga of QI[8] into Ql”, Since !!I[:] ha8 no proper Butomorph- 
ism8, the tmrt CI of these embeddinps are digtinct; call them Q and C?-‘, The 
notation in juatifkd, There tire exactly 5 srmbeddingB of algebrtrs into !!I' (re- 
member, we Bre working in the skeleton of 37’): two from QI”, two from Ql[8] und 
the dilrgontrl embedding of Ql into QI” (call the image A&r), Since the inverse of a 
nubrllgebrrr ia again a aubalgebra, either 6 and 6 - ’ are inverses of each other (as 
the natrrtion indierrterr) or each 1~ symmetric, But a symmetric s&algebra of !I” 
difkrent from AQI has a proper autsm,orphism while Ql[t] doas not, Hence Q and 
’ tire tndecsd invcraea of eseh other, 
We first ahow that & is I partial ordering, %inee 6 and CJ=’ are distinct and 
n 6 ’ is a 8ubtllgebrtr af QI’, we must have Q f7 0-l = AQL Hence Q is reflexive 
and rntf-aymmctric. Let 
R is a subalgebra f QP and has 3 distinct hamamsrphisms onto QI (all 
homomorphisms into Ql are onto). Now all subalgebras of 23 with 3 distinct 
homomorphisms onto 2 are isomorphic to 2’ where lPl= 3, Hence W =Ql[P] for 
some 3-ele;:jcnt paset P, But R has at least 4 distinct hamamarphisms into Ql’ 
who= images are either Q or 6~‘. The only 34ement peset P such that 2’ has 
at least 4 homomorphisms onto 21 is 1. But no homomorphism from 2 into 2’ is i 
onto, Hence f : R -VI2 defined by f(a, b, ~)=(a, c) maps onto Q, 0-l or AQL 
Since f(R) 2 0, f(R) = C?. But f(R) = Q 0 Qg the relation product of Q with itself. 
Hence (2: 0 Q = Q, and Q is transitive. This shows that Q is a partial ordering. 
JWy* _ ..* irote that 00 Q-l is a subaigebra of a2 containing Q U 0% 5Ience 
0 Q Q - ’ = B2. Thus for any u, b E % there is c 6: ‘8 such that (a, c), (b, c) E Q Le. 
every pair of elements of 2l has a common upper bound. Similarly, every pair of 
elements has a common lower bound. To complete the proof that Q is a lattice 
ordering, we claim that the set of common upper bounds of any pair of elements 
is downward irected and dually; i.e. if (a, c), (u, d), (b, c), (b, d) E Q, then there is 
e E: % .with (a, e), (6, e), (e, c), (e, d) E Q. Since % is finite, this will imply that Q is a 
lattice ordering. 
For this, we will use the fxt that Q is a pose%. Thus for any finite pozet P we 
define ‘iDLp to be all functions from P to % which are isotone with respect o Q. 
Since a is a subalgebra of B2, all operations of ‘$I are isotone; hence 91p is a 
Obvisuely 98 Bengrate@ 3C It remain@ to @how that QI f8 lattice-primal, Thirs ig 
equivalent toahowing that n), the frcae algebra over 8 on rr free generatora ig 
itiomsrphic toaA” where I the undleriying jetat 91 partially ertd~r~d by Q. 
Since all pelynsmial~ of 8 are igstane and Qkfl is the Bet of all nl=ary idletong 
function8 on I!l, SF&) is no bigger than WA”, Thus St wEiea~ te, dmw that aA” ia 
generrrted by R elernen& These rt elements are the it prejectian~ of An onto 91: 
WI, , , , , wn, Let @ bcz the subalgebra of VI*” generated by (‘ST,, , ,  , in,), Then 
RI I UP where P in ts hamamerphi rnage of A” (say, under the homomorghiam 
p; thus if o Q in A”, then ~(a P(Q) in P), We need to show that a 18 an 
isamarphism, Now An is isomorphic to the psrret of homomorphism from gA” 
onto $x, ordered pointwise, Since 8 is a subalgebra of a*” we may take p to be 
the restriction mapping of VA” to @. 
TO show that p is an isemarphism, it suffices to take 6y $8 in A” and show that 
&3), Now there are a, Q E An sluch that for all fenA”, a(f’) =f(d and 
p(f) = f(Q), Since a$ & there, is g E %XA” suck that ar (g) p(g); i,ct. g(w) 
$ince g is isotane, a# Q. Hence there be an i suck that ni (a) 
ar(~J$ p(wi). But ni E !8; therefore &ar)$p@). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1raises a number af interesting questions. bt VW’) be the variety 
generated by X’; what can we say about V(Z)? 
Theorem 2. ttet X’ be a pseudovariety of finite algebrus with Xc z FM&; then 
V(X’) is equivalent to BDL, t&e category of all bounded distributive lattices. 
Proof, The proof is ensentially the same as the proof of Theorem C of [2]. 
What if we do not require X’ to consist of finite algebras. Let us look to the 
primal algebra case for guidance. In 13.3 HIu actually proves that if X is a 
pseudovariety (of Anite or infinite algebras) isomorphic to finite booPean algebras 
then X’ is generated by a locally primal algebra. A.n algebra is lo&y primui if 
every partial function on the algebra with a finite domain can be extended to a 
polynomial; thus a Anite locally primal algebra is primal. Hu also proves *that he 
local variety generated by X’ is equivalent to the category of all boolean algebras 
(see ‘IX. I-Iu [4] for details). We would expect similar results for pseudovarieties 
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